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The Challenge

Media sellers work to maximize revenue across all advertising inventory and all sales 

channels by connecting to as much demand as possible. While demand exists in disparate 

systems, allocation of inventory is challenging and leaves sellers to contend with issues like 

discrepancies, passbacks, and latency problems. The result is under-monetized ad inventory.

Integrating Rubicon Project’s Exchange API offers a fully automated solution to error prone 

manual processes. It provides sellers with an ad serving solution with a fully integrated, real-

time exchange ensuring that inventory is optimally allocated between direct and indirect 

demand to maximize revenue.

What is the Exchange API?

The Exchange API (XAPI) is one of Rubicon Project’s growing collection of extensible Open 

Platform API’s. It provides a mechanism for any ad server or ad  rendering SDK to connect 

directly to Rubicon Project’s leading real  time exchange, which is currently integrated with 

more than 400 DSPs servicing over 150,000 advertisers.  

Integrating the Exchange API permits clients to assess direct and indirect demand in real-

time and therefore make optimal allocation decisions on an impression-by-impression basis.  

Exchange API also provides support for private marketplace Orders (via Deal ID) and the 

emerging “programmatic direct” sales channel. It is heavily based upon the IAB’s Open RTB 

2.3 Specification, with additional Rubicon Project specific extension objects.

The Exchange API functionality can be leveraged in all major digital advertising channels - 

desktop, video, and mobile (web and app).
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How does it work?

Intended Implementation

The Exchange API should be implemented in such a way that it creates a real-time unified 

auction between campaigns in the Exchange Partner’s ad stack and demand that exists 

within Rubicon Project’s exchange. Competition between all demand considered on an 

impression-by-impression basis will ensure maximal yield.

Rubicon Project believes in maintaining a healthy real-time ecosystem and therefore 

requires that the XAPI not be used in parallel with another RTB-like integration enabling 

duplicative demand. Making a given impression available to the same source of demand 

through multiple channels or exchanges creates distrust on the buy side as it allows buyers 

to bid against themselves. The artificial inflation of supply will result in diminishing CPM’s for 

a publisher as demand partners shift budgets away from such channels. 

The XAPI is not intended to operate as a bidder; therefore, if it responds to an ad call with a 

qualifying ad, that ad must serve.
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Implementation Logic - Example Impression Flow

1. XAPI partner assesses all eligible demand that exists within the ad server for any given 
incoming impression. 

2. Ad server sends an XAPI request to Rubicon Project containing at least the two 
highest bids representing proxy demand and a hard bid floor. 

3. Rubicon Project sends bid requests out to all applicable DSPs. If Rubicon Project 
detects the impression to be eligible to private marketplace deals, the bid requests will 
contain Deal IDs. 

4. Rubicon Project consumes the DSP responses and runs a second price auction 
between all DSP and proxy bids. 

5. If a bid exceeds the bid floor, it will be second priced by either the bid floor, second 
highest DSP bid, or a proxy bid. Rubicon Project will then return the winning bid at 
the second price to the ad server. The XAPI response may be gross or net of Rubicon 
Project fees. The ad server is then required to serve the ad provided by Rubicon 
Project. 

6. If a bid does not exceed the bid floor and proxy bids, Rubicon Project will send a ‘no-
ads’ response and the ad server will serve their highest eligible campaign.
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Advanced Implementation - Adjusted Proxy Bids

An Exchange API partner may design the logic and implementation that works best for their 

business. The below outlines an example of an advanced implementation design.

For the highest eligible campaigns for any given impression, the Exchange Partner considers 

the campaign’s delivery progress versus goal, as well as the available impressions for the 

selected campaigns over their lifetime. This is used to influence the CPM passed to Rubicon 

Project in the proxy bid fields of the Exchange API request. For example, if for a given 

impression, the highest eligible campaign with CPM of $5 is on track to deliver and there 

are many available impressions that fit the campaign’s targeting and pacing criteria over the 

lifetime of the campaign, then the ad server should deflate the proxy bid passed to below 

$5 CPM so that demand from the Rubicon Project exchange can monetize the impression. 

The same methodology can be used in the reverse fashion when a direct campaign is 

pacing behind.

This more sophisticated style of implementation allows the Exchange Partner to take 

bids from Rubicon Project’s exchange that are not guaranteed to be available for future 

impressions without compromising on the delivery of direct campaigns. This approach is 

designed to ensure maximal revenue.
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Activation and Control of XAPI within the Ad Server

It is up to the Exchange Partner to determine how they let publishers implement the 

Rubicon Project’s Exchange API to compete against direct campaigns on their inventory. 

This can vary from a simple on/off switch for all inventory, to very granular controls 

whereby a publisher may control exactly how and where the XAPI can compete and what 

floor price is set. The more granular the control and restrictions, the smaller the opportunity 

for maximizing yield and revenue through a unified auction. 

 

Exchange API Integration and Onboarding Steps

1. Inventory quality review 

2. Exchange API implementation consultation 

3. Contract 

4. Rubicon Project Integration Manager assigned 

5. Coding 

6. Inventory structure design and setup 

7. Testing 

8. Go live

True optimization 
takes the long view. 
Trade-off decisions, 
which at the micro 

level appear counter-
intuitive, ultimately 
prove to maximize 

revenue.
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Block List Sync API 
Block list API provides a block list 

synchronization service that allows partners 

to create and manage block list groups 

including advertisers, advertiser industries 

and Open RTB creative types. These block 

list groups can be communicated in the 

Exchange API request to impose blocks at 

the impression level.

Creative Approval API 
Creative Approval API gives sellers the ability 

to programmatically extract creatives, review 

them for suitability, and communicate 

results that influence ad delivery.  

 

 

 

Seller Reporting API 
Seller Reporting API provides programmatic 

access to reporting data, allowing for 

standard or ad hoc reports to be generated 

and ingested into Exchange Partner’s existing 

reporting systems.

Segment Management API 
Segment Management API provides 

programmatic access to manage publisher 

first-party data in the Rubicon Project 

platform.

Audience Data API 
Audience Data API provides programmatic 

access to pass first-party publisher visitor 

data through bulk feed service.

Coming Soon

• Inventory Management API

• Real Time Bidding Controls API

Complimentary Open Platform API’s
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Rubicon Project is a leading technology company automating the buying 
and selling of advertising. 

Relentless in its efforts for innovation, Rubicon Project has engineered 
one of the largest real-time cloud and Big Data computing systems, 
processing trillions of transactions within milliseconds each month.

To learn more, visit RubiconProject.com

Corporate HQ  (310) 207-0272
North America Sales  (415) 590-4670

Europe/UK Sales +44 (20) 3206 2400
France Sales +33 (1) 80 96 36 73
Asia-Pacific Sales +61 (2) 947 54461


